
Release Notes for 7.0.13058 

App Feature Type Comments Settings/Required Changes 

SPOT Activity Log Fix The "SMS - Validate Phone Numbers" function was not including the correct customers 

when service plans were selected in the filtering screen. 

 

SPOT Credit Cards Fix Writing a payment exception off caused OTS to consider the write-off date as the declined 

date and send a declined card notification. 

 

SPOT Menu Fix Performing a redo on an invoice that has been assigned to SPOT.Locker causes the redo to 

have an invalid locker assignment. 

 

SPOT Menu Fix The "Lockers Assign/Clear" screen was not loading if the selected locker group had large 

locker numbers defined. 

 

SPOT Merchandise Fix Returns of non-subscription merchandise items were not being allowed because they were 

mistakenly being treated as a subscription cancellation. 

 

SPOT Printing Fix Invoice node for processing cost was not applying the full upcharge quantity in its 

calculation. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix Route Stop Profitability - Outgoing Report now shows route v2 from delivery console as 

the Incoming report does. 

 

SPOT SMS Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

A "Content" column has been added to the "On My Way" tab in the Notification Center, 

which shows the content of the SMS received from the customer. 

 

Data 

Exports 

General Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

"SubscriptionCouponTotal" and "SubscriptionCouponTotalDelta" fields have been added to 

Data Export Service A. 

 

SPOT Conveyor Fix Fixed route offload to not consider Customer Specific Route Rules if the route is a service 

plan, even if the setting is set (as these don't apply to service plans). 

Store settings > Conveyor Settings > 

Offload Uses Customer Specific Route 

Rules 

 

SPOT Coupons Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

SPOT now allows a customer to be upgraded to a more expensive subscription plan before 

the current plan expires. 

 



SPOT Email Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

SPOT now has the ability to send an email automatically when a subscription plan is 

activated. 

Company Settings > Subscription Settings 

> Subscription Plans > (Subscription Plan) 

> Plan Levels > (Plan Level) > Activation 

Email Template 

SPOT General Change The character count at the bottom of the "Edit Document Templates" screen will now turn 

red when an edited SMS template exceeds 160 characters, indicating that the template will 

require multiple messages to send. 

 

SPOT General Change Auto-renewed subscription plans now show on department-based sales reports in the 

"Subscription Plans" department group in order to be distinguished from regular 

merchandise sales. 

 

SPOT Markin Fix Price at Mark-in alterations are not getting the specified price in the Denmark locality. 
 

SPOT Markin Change Quick, Detail, Order Pickup, Quote and Merchandise functions are now disallowed 

customers with a status of "Sign Up". 

 

SPOT Reports Change Route Customer Delivery Settings now supports Delivery Console route pickup/delivery 

types. 

 

SPOT Reports Change Added Service Plan awareness to the Cash Received report, previously considering those 

entries as 'counter'. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix FIXED - Under certain circumstances, the "Tax Picked Up Summary" report was improperly 

reporting the Gross Sales. 

 

SPOT Reports Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

The "Incoming Summary - Subscription Coupons" report has been added to the "Incoming 

Summary" report group in Reports Gallery > Sales folder. 

 

SPOT Reports Queue Fix Users in time zones ahead of US MDT would experience hours of delay before a recently 

created/edited scheduled task was run. 

 

Conveyor 

Kiosk 

General Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

The workstation level Delivery Rail Number setting can now be a list of semicolon 

separated numbers. The first number in the list will be the default, but the clerk can pick 

another. For example: 

2;3;4 

Default will be 2, but the clerk can also choose to deliver to 3 or 4 

Workstation Settings > Conveyor Settings 

> Delivery Rail Number 

 


